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Exotic nuclear shape due to cluster formation at high angular
momentum†
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It is now well established that clustering plays a very
important role in self-conjugate light nuclei and is also
associated with strongly deformed shapes of nuclei.1,2)
One of the probes to study this deformation experi-
mentally at high temperature (T ) and angular momen-
tum (J) is the γ-decay from the giant dipole resonance
(GDR) built on excited states.1,2) The GDR lineshape
gets fragmented in deformed nucleus providing crucial
information about the nuclear deformation. As a matter
of fact, it has been successfully employed experimentally
to study the Jacobi shape transition, an abrupt change
of shape from non-collective oblate to collective triaxial
or prolate shape above a critical spin, in several light nu-
clei such as 31P, 45Sc, 46Ti and 47V.1,2) However, when
this shape transition is examined in self-conjugate nu-
clei 32S1) and 28Si2) through the reactions 20Ne+ 12C
and 16O+ 12C, respectively, the GDR lineshape frag-
ments into two prominent peaks at high J(∼20h̄) pro-
viding a direct evidence of the large deformation but,
intriguingly, the shapes found are completely different
from those seen from Jacobi shape transition (signature
of which is a sharp peak at 10 MeV arises due to the
Coriolis splitting of the GDR frequencies). Therefore,
these observations clearly highlight that the clustering
is not only important in mass A < 20 region but could
also play major role in A ∼ 30, which has not been
studied enough.

Microscopic effects such as shell structure, pairing
and isospin effects play important role in deciding the
nuclear structures at low excitation energy. However,
even after incorporating these effects, the experimen-
tal GDR lineshapes (T ∼ 2.0 MeV and J ∼ 20h̄)
could not be explained for 28Si and 32S nuclei.3) In the
present work, an extended quantum molecular dynam-
ics (EQMD) model4) has been carried out to understand
the GDR lineshapes of 28Si and 32S nuclei, and to inves-
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Fig. 1. EQMD calculations for both 32S and 28Si nuclei.

tigate how the exotic shapes due to cluster formation
at high T and J are manifested through GDR strength
function.

The results of EQMD calculation have been compared
with the existing experimental data of 32S and 28Si as
shown in Fig. 1. It should be mentioned that the alpha
correlation is included in the EQMD model based on
the fact that the many body nucleon-nucleon correlation
is intrinsically embedded in all microscpic QMD type
model and the details of EQMD results are discussed in
Refs. 3, 4). It is found that the EQMD predicts the gen-
eral trend of the experimental GDR strength functions
for 32S and 28Si by considering the ring or toroidal con-
figuration. Nevertheless, the peak around 25 MeV can
only arrive due to cluster formation highlighting the ex-
istence of the α-clustering structure at such high T and J
since this peak could not be predicted within the mean-
field calculations. Interestingly, the rotation of these
exotic shapes will not lead to the Coriolis splitting of
the GDR strength function (due to larger moment of in-
ertia leading to smaller angular frequency), which could
be the reason for the absence of the Jacobi shape tran-
sition in 32S and 28Si. The present result highlights the
role of α cluster states above the decay threshold, which
is still an open field of investigation.
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Probing dilute nuclear density by antiproton-nucleus scattering†
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Nuclear density distributions are the basic properties
of atomic nuclei. Traditionally, the charge density distri-
butions have been measured using electron-nucleus scat-
tering. Hadronic probes have been used to study matter
density distributions, especially via proton-nucleus scat-
tering. Recently, we proposed a practical approach to
extract the nuclear surface diffuseness of unstable nu-
clei using proton-nucleus elastic scattering differential
cross sections.1,2) As a natural extension of the previ-
ous study, we investigated antiproton-nucleus scatter-
ing because it could provide a different sensitivity to
the nuclear structure than the proton probe because the
antiproton-nucleon (p̄N) total cross sections are typi-
cally 3–4 times larger than those of NN at incident en-
ergies varying from a few hundreds to thousands MeV.

High-energy antiproton-nucleus reactions can be ef-
ficiently described by the Glauber model.3) The total
reaction and elastic scattering cross sections can be ob-
tained by evaluating the optical phase-shift function
eiχ(b) as a function of the impact parameter vector
b. In optical limit approximation, we have iχ(b) =
−
∫
ρN (r)ΓN̄N (b − s) dr, where r = (s, z) with z de-

noting the beam direction, nucleon (N) one-body den-
sity ρN (r), and antinucleon-nucleon N̄N profile function
ΓN̄N (b). The parameters of the profile function were de-
termined to reproduce the p̄N and p̄-12C cross-section
data. The validity of the present model is demonstrated
in Fig. 1. The theoretical cross sections were signifi-
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Fig. 1. Elastic scattering differential cross sections for
antiproton-nucleus scattering at 180 MeV/nucleon
adopted from the original paper.
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Fig. 2. Ratio of total reaction cross sections of 29, 31F for
antiproton and proton scattering as a function of the in-
cident energy adopted from the original paper.

cantly consistent with the experimental data without
any adjustable parameter using harmonic-oscillator type
density distributions that reproduce the observed charge
radii.

We found that strong absorption occurs even beyond
the nuclear radius owing to the large p̄N elementary
cross sections, resulting in strong sensitivity in the nu-
clear tail. This sensitivity is quantified by taking an
example of a possible halo nucleus 31F, which is located
at the fluorine dripline; however, the antiproton scatter-
ing on unstable nuclei is still not feasible. According to
the investigations in Ref. 4) the shell gap between 0f7/2
and 1p3/2 orbits is essential and the dominance of the
(1p3/2)

2 configuration forms the halo structure in 31F.
We considered these density distributions of 31F with
(1p3/2)

2 (halo) and (0f7/2)
2 (nonhalo) dominance from

Ref. 4) and calculated the ratio of the total reaction cross
sections of antiproton and proton scattering. Figure 2
displays the ratios of 31F as a function of incident energy.
The ratios of 29F with harmonic-oscillator type density
distributions are also plotted for comparison. 31F with
the halo tail yielded the largest ratios, while the non-
halo density produced almost the same behavior as 29F,
which demonstrates the advantage of antiproton scatter-
ing in the analysis of dilute density distribution.
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